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Uniquely blends the substance and genre of Broadway with the improvisation and flavor of Music Row

complemented by a powerful, sultry voice that tackles these sophisticated theatrical pieces with beauty

and authority. 11 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Musicals/Broadway, POP: Power Pop Details: "When

Rebekah Law sings, the Earth moves. She compels her audience to recount love won, love lost, dreams

fulfilled and dreams yet to be. She is a fresh, new and remarkable gift to this genre of music." Jamie

Wigginton (International Musician/Instructor - Nashville, TN) "Sophisticated singing at its best! Rebekah

Law has one of those rare voices that you can listen to all day. Smooth, sophisticated, and sultry. Her

original duet composition is proof of the successful career that lies ahead for this brand new singer."

Marty Mitchell (Recording Artist/Ricochet - Nashville, TN) About the Album: Home At Last is a concept

album chronicling Rebekah's journeys through love, identity, epiphanies, levity, gravity,  peace that are

typical of any soul's dedicated search for reconciling their deepest desires with the inevitable realities of

life  responsibilities of character. Rebekah's original composition "A Life In Love" (co-written with Jamie

Wigginton), beautifully manifests this concept of searching for a home while finding one within oneself. By

carefully selecting each title, she shares her story through some of the most profound, sophisticated

theatrical pieces of our time. Listeners will certainly connect with Rebekah and the substance within her

album by relating, emoting, and appreciating her gift of expression and for compelling them to recount the

richness of life. The album, which was recorded  produced in Nashville, TN, uniquely blends the

substance and genre of Broadway with the improvisation and flavor of Music Row. It features some of

Nashville's most accomplished talents including musicians from Country recording artists Ricochet,

Nashville icon Music Mafia, and Music Row's A-List playing every album from John Mayer to Shania

Twain. Noteworthy vocal contributions include the vocal talents of David Osmond on the duet "A Life In
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Love" and distinguished artists lending their talents to requisite background vocals. Engineered, mixed,

and mastered by  within some of the most experienced fixtures in the industry, the album boasts a

timeless quality  appeal essential to any music-lover's library. This album is certain to capture the

industry's attention and become a personal favorite among its listeners.
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